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Feel free to use this PDF but please do not breach copyright by reproducing it in part or whole and representing it as the work of any party other than Crafty Little Things or Andrea

Parr. all images belong to Crafty Little Things and Andrea Parr and are copyright of Stampin' Up!.If using this direction in blogs or workshops or for video tutorial please courteously

link to www.craftylittlethingsuk.com. Please feel free to sell any items made using this tutorial.

 
These bright and pretty notelets are perfect for sending little messages to friends and family or to use as gift cards. They come in a

matching box with cute ribbon pull to open which holds the notelets and their envelopes. I made these using Sweet Sugarplum and

Whisper White Cardstock and the small butterfly stamp from the Butterfly Basics stamp set. I stamped the cards using Wisteria

Wonder, Lemon Lime Twist, Sweet Sugarplum and Peekaboo Peach inks. I finished off the cards with two shapes cut out of the same

cardstock, layered with dimensionals and stamped in Sweet Sugarplum with a sentiment from the Butterfly Basics stamp set.

 
The papers and stamps can easily be switched for others in the Stampin' Up! range so be as creative as you want to be! 

 
Inch measurements are in BLUE and centimeters are in ORANGE

 
Here's how to make the box.

 
Take a piece of Sweet Sugarplum cardstock measuring 5 1/2 inches by 10 inches (14 x 25.4)

Score on the short side at 1 and 4 1/2 inches (2.5 and 11.4cm)

Score on the long side at 1, 4 1/2, 5 1/2 and 9 (2.5, 11.4, 14 and 22.9cm)

Fold and burnish all score lines.

Cut up all of the score lines on each long side to the first horizontal.

You can notch in the small square flaps at the ends and centre if you wish.

Place adhesive on the right side (outside) of each of the small square flaps. Use Fast Fuse adhesive tape or Tombow

 permanent liquid ahesive.

Fold in the two at each end and stick to the end flaps and then fold in the two central ones and stick to each side on the same

section of your project to create a box and flap over lid.

Now take a piece of whisper white cardstock measuring 3 1/4 by 3 1/4 inches (8.3x8.3cm) and stamp all over it using the small

butterfly and the four inks mentioned above and in the supplies list at the end of this PDF.
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Also stamp on four strips of Whisper White measureing 3/4 inch (1.9cm) by 3 1/2 inches (8.9cm). 

Stick the square piece to the top of the box and three strips to the sides of the lid using Tombow liquid adhesive.

Punch a hole through the front of the box lid and push through a loop of Sweet Sugarplum ruched ribbon. Glue the ends of the

ribbon onto the inside of the box lid flap and cover with the fourth little strip of stamped cardstock.

 
The box is finished!

 

 
Now for the cards!

 
Take 5 pieces of cardstock in Sweet Sugarplum measuring 6 inches by 3 inches (15.2 x 7.6cm). Score on the long side at 3

inches (7.6cm) and burnish to make the card base.

Now stamp as before using the same stamp and inks onto four squares of Whisper White measuring 2 3/4 inches square (7cm

x7cm).

Stick these squares onto the front of your cards using Tombow liquid adhesive.

Now make a sentiment of your choice I used a die from the Eastern medallions die set, cut out the same shape in both Sweet

Sugar Plum and Whisper White. Using a sentiment from the Butterfly Basics stamp set and Sweet Sugarplum ink stamp the

sentiment onto the Whisper White and using dimensionals ladyer and stick to the centre of the note cards.

Stamp a little butterfly onto the right bottom on the inside of each notelet in Sweet Sugarplum.
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Now for the envelopes.

 
Take a piece of good quality printer paper, envelope paper or DSP for each card and cut to 5 1/4 x 5 1/4 (13.3 x 13.3cm)

 
Using the envelope punch board follow the directions for making an envelope to fit a 3x3 inch (7.6cm x 7.6cm)  card, you will start with

your paper at 2 5/8 of an inch (6.6cm) punch and score, turn 90 degrees line up the score line with the notch on the punch board and

punch and score again and repeat this turning and lining up until all four sides have a punched shape and a score line. Now round off

the corners in the back of the envelope punch board slot, fold, burnish and glue the envelope into shape. Stamp the front bottom right

corner with a cute little butterly in one of the coours you have used previously.

 
Hope you enjoyed this project. Would love to see what you did with it so if you upload to social media remember #craftylittlethingsuk so

we can see what you made.
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Sweet Sugarplum Classic Stampin' Pad - 141395

Price: £6.00

Sweet Sugarplum 3/8" (1 Cm) Ruched Ribbon - 141428

Price: £7.25

Sweet Sugarplum A4 Cardstock - 141423

Price: £7.25

Envelope Punch Board - 133774

Price: £18.00

Multipurpose Liquid Glue - 110755

Price: £3.75
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Fuse Fast Adhesive - 129026

Price: £9.00

Stampin' Dimensionals - 104430

Price: £3.75

Whisper White A4 Cardstock - 106549

Price: £8.25

Butterfly Basics Clear-Mount Bundle - 139323

Price: £46.75

Butterfly Basics Photopolymer Bundle - 138865

Price: £37.25
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Wisteria Wonder Classic Stampin' Pad - 126985

Price: £6.00

Eastern Palace Premier Bundle - 147209

Price: £94.00

Eastern Palace Starter Bundle - 147196

Price: £54.75
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